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	How Linux Works: What Every Superuser Should Know, 9781593275679 (1593275676), No Starch Press, 2014

	
		Unlike some operating systems, Linux doesn't try to hide the important bits from you—it gives you full control of your computer. But to truly master Linux, you need to understand its internals, like how the system boots, how networking works, and what the kernel actually does.

	
		In this completely revised second edition of the perennial best seller How Linux Works, author Brian Ward makes the concepts behind Linux internals accessible to anyone curious about the inner workings of the operating system. Inside, you'll find the kind of knowledge that normally comes from years of experience doing things the hard way. You'll learn:

		
			How Linux boots, from boot loaders to init implementations (systemd, Upstart, and System V)
	
			How the kernel manages devices, device drivers, and processes
	
			How networking, interfaces, firewalls, and servers work
	
			How development tools work and relate to shared libraries
	
			How to write effective shell scripts


	You'll also explore the kernel and examine key system tasks inside user space, including system calls, input and output, and filesystems. With its combination of background, theory, real-world examples, and patient explanations, How Linux Works will teach you what you need to know to solve pesky problems and take control of your operating system.
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x86 Instruction Set ArchitectureMindShare Press, 2010

	The Instruction Set Architecture, or ISA, is defined as that part of the processor architecture related to programming, including the native data types, instructions, registers, addressing modes, memory architecture, interrupt and exception handling, and external IO. With the exception of some small deviations and differences in...


		

Getting Started with Red Hat Enterprise VirtualizationPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage powerful Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization solutions to build your own IaaS cloud


	About This Book

	
		Build an agile, secure, and highly scalable virtualization foundation for your enterprise Linux and Windows workloads
	
		Explore how Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization positions itself...



		

Lymphoma (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2005

	A cutting-edge collection of readily reproducible molecular techniques to better understand, classify, and treat lymphoma. Among the highlights are methods to use immunoglobulin gene rearrangements as markers of clonality, to exploit patterns of somatic mutation in the variable regions to indicate at which stage transformation occurred, and...





	

Elementary Game Programming and Simulators Using JamagicCharles River, 2002
Elementary Game Programming & Simulators Using Jamagic provides a  comprehensive guide to using the Jamagic scripting language to program a  complete 3D game. Using a step-by-step approach, you can learn how to program  professional flight simulation and ship simulation games with realistic physics,  movements, collisions, sound,...


		

Foundations of Python Network ProgrammingApress, 2014

	Foundations of Python Network Programming, Third Edition, covers all of the classic topics found in the second edition of this book, including network protocols, network data and errors, email, server architecture, and HTTP and web applications, plus updates for Python 3.


	Some of the new topics in this edition...


		

BPEL Cookbook: Best Practices for SOA-based integration and composite applications developmentPackt Publishing, 2006
This book is not just another generic set of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) best practices with only general recommendations and advice: instead it's a unique cookbook that shows you how SOA applications are built using best practices that are proven in 10 real-world scenarios.   The book consists of three sections. The first two sections will...
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